Am international institute of management in technology (iimt) der Sozial- und Wirtschaftswissenschaftlichen Fakultät der Universität Fribourg sind ab sofort Stellen als

**Junior Researcher / Trainee**

40 – 50 %

to be filled.

Your tasks as **Junior Researcher**: Support of the iimt-research teams in:
- Conducting studies
- Literature research
- Prototype development
- Lecture supervision

Your tasks as **Trainee**: Support of the iimt-teams in:
- Organization, documentation, planning and implementation of courses of the Executive Programmes
- Preparation of examinations
- Working in the Marketing Department as well as participation in the organization of iimt-events
- Secretary works

Your profile:
- You are a student at the University of Fribourg
- You are team-oriented, customer-oriented and open for new ideas
- You have good computer skills (Windows, Office)
- You are fluent in French, German or English. Your mother tongue is not an obstacle, you have good oral and written skills in either of these languages
- You are able to communicate in writing and typing error-free and clearly

We offer an excellent working environment in an engaged and team-oriented research group and expect a commitment from you towards the common goals.

Interested? Please send us your detailed resume at:
**Prof. Dr. Stephanie Teufel, iimt, Universität Fribourg, Bd de Pérolles 90, 1700 Fribourg, iimt@unifr.ch**